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Overview
The State of Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion
Diversity has increasingly become a strategic imperative across sectors. Over the past decade, industry, government
agencies, and academia have spent hundreds of millions of dollars promoting diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI)
programs and initiatives. The growing interest and investment in DEI is no surprise. Research shows that diverse
companies and teams are more innovative, discover better solutions, have higher employee satisfaction, and experience
superior financial results than their less diverse peer organizations.1 Ultimately, when people are valued for their
uniqueness and feel a sense of belonging, they are mentally and emotionally liberated to contribute and produce value
at higher levels.
Despite increasing research and investment into DEI, as Pamela Newkirk notes, “The only thing that hasn’t changed
is diversity.”2 African-Americans remain underrepresented in most sectors and are less likely to be hired, trained, or
promoted than their White peers.3 Black people, voices, and perspectives continue to be excluded, reinforcing a status
quo of structural inequity where White gatekeepers shape institutional culture, set the agenda, and hold the decisionmaking power. But in the wake of global protests against racial injustice, there is growing verbal and financial support to
change that status quo.
Thousands of companies, institutions, and associations have released statements pledging to stand against and
dismantle systemic racism within their organizations and in their communities. These public commitments to social
justice are an important first step, but creating an anti-racist reality requires more than words and performative
monetary contributions. Rather, what’s needed is a strategic approach that transforms organizations’ systems to produce
lasting structural change that can achieve Black equity internally, in the broader communities in which they operate, and
in their networks of influence. As management expert Dr. Edwards Deming notes, “every system is perfectly designed to
get the results it gets.” To change the results, we must work to change the systems that produce them.
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The Black Inclusion, Diversity and Equity in Action
(IDEA) Coalition is a 501(c)3 coalition that exists to fulfill
the promise of diversity and inclusion by empowering
organizations and institutions to achieve Black parity
in employment, investments, and contracting. Through
strategic partnerships with multi-disciplinary stakeholders,
The Black IDEA Coalition provides research, models, and
technical assistance to help coalition members foster
diverse, inclusive, and equitable ecosystems that secure
their mission, build profitability, and demonstrate positive
corporate citizenship.
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1 Page, S. (2017). The Diversity Bonus: How Great Teams Pay Off in the Knowledge Economy. Princeton University Press: New Jersey.
2 Newkirk, P. (2019). Diversity, Inc.: The Failed Promise of a Billion-Dollar Business. Bold Type Books: New York.
3 Roberts, L.M. and Mayo, A.J. (2019). Towards a Racially Just Workplace. Harvard Business Review. Retrieved from https://hbr.org/cover-story/2019/11/toward-a-racially-just-workplace.
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Our Approach
The Framework: Black Inclusivity Model
Diversity

The foundation of The Black IDEA Coalition’s work is the Black Inclusivity
Model, which provides a framework to achieve equitable workplaces along
four dimensions:
•
•

Diversity: Representative parity of Black people at all levels of the
organization, including the Board of Directors.

Black
Inclusivity
Model

Equity: Implementation of auditing policies and procedures to assess,
document, and achieve parity on key employee statistics including
recruitment, offers, hiring, compensation, tenure, promotions, bonuses,
HR complaints, departures, and terminations.

•

Inclusion: Fostering an anti-racist institutional culture that confronts and
demands accountability for microaggressions and implicit and explicit
biases.

•

Ecosystems: Authentic engagement with, investments in, and policy
support for the Black communities and systems (e.g., housing and
education) that exist within the ecosystem in which the organization
operates and influences.

Ecosystems
Inclusion

Equity

Data Dashboard
Captures and presents institutional DEI metrics
against industry averages.

The model will be used to help organizations benchmark, set targets, plan,
and monitor the success of their institutional efforts to improve DEI.

The Pillars of Black Parity: Employment, Investment, Contracting
DEI is not just important for the workforce; it also matters when an organization is determining who to work with
and setting priorities for resource allocation. The Black IDEA Coalition’s efforts focus on three pillars of Black parity.
•

Employment. The Black IDEA Coalition will support members in centering a DEI approach in everything
from hiring, termination, and retention practices to organizational culture-building and performance
review processes.

•

Investment. An organization’s budget is a moral document and a reflection of
priorities. The Black IDEA Coalition will equip members to assess and adapt their
budgets to ensure resource investments reflect a commitment to DEI.

•

Contracting. Minority-owned business enterprises typically secure a lower
number and dollar amount of contracts,4 and the COVID-19 pandemic is
expected to widen the gap and exacerbate economic inequality. The Black IDEA
Coalition will support members to develop an intentional strategy and metrics
for seeking and awarding contracting bids from Black-owned businesses and
firms.

4 U.S. Department of Commerce, Minority Business Agency. (2016). Contracting barriers and factors affecting minority business enterprises: A review of existing disparity studies. https://www.mbda.gov/sites/mbda.gov/files/migrated/files-attachments/ContractingBarriers_AReviewofExistingDisparityStudies.pdf
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The Method: Collective Impact through Strategic Partnerships
The Black IDEA Coalition will establish strategic partnerships and employ a collective impact methodology to help
companies implement the Black Inclusivity Model across the pillars of parity. The Coalition will partner with both private
and public entities – from nonprofit think tanks to indexing firms to professional associations – who bring capacity to
deliver strategy and services to coalition members. Strategic partners may include, among others, The Joint Center,
National Black Chamber of Commerce, National Society of Black Engineers, Executive Leadership Council, legacy civil
rights organizations, and churches, faith-based organizations and CDFIs.
The Metrics: Tracking Progress to Ensure Accountability
The Black IDEA Coalition has engaged Kanarys, a Black-owned technology company, to operationalize the Black Inclusivity
Model and develop a data dashboard with metrics and tools that coalition members can use to assess and track progress
toward achieving Black inclusivity. The dashboard will provide each coalition member with secure, detailed data on their
own organization’s progress, as well as access to aggregate data to benchmark their inclusivity efforts against other organizations. The dashboard will enable coalition members to set and monitor key performance indicators for DEI, track and
monitor progress, and implement measures to course-correct as needed. The below figure highlights potential practices
that could be benchmarked, measured, and tracked within the dashboard.

T H E

I N C L U S I V I T Y

P L E D G E

Organizations commit to measure, monitor, and report their progress against goals.

DIVERSITY

EQUITY

INCLUSION

ECOSYSTEMS

•
•

Achieve representative parity* for Blacks at all levels of the organization, with interim annual targets
Ensure an inclusive Board of Directors

•
•
•
•

Identify disparities regarding Blacks on key employment metrics
Work to achieve equity in recruitment (candidate pools), offers, hiring, compensation, tenure, promotions, bonuses, HR
complaints, departures, and terminations
Implement auditing policies and procedures to surface and eliminate structural racism
Redress gaps uncovered by Organizational Climate Surveys (harassment, safety, satisfaction, etc.)

•
•
•
•

Company-wide climate surveys administered; results distributed widely
Implicit bias and anti-racist training for all current employees, as well as for all new employees (as part of onboarding)
Company-/organization-wide town hall conversations about race, hosted by CEO or Executive Leadership
Establish or increase investments in Black Employee Resource Groups

•
•

•

Increase the number of Black suppliers
Partner with community-based organizations to increase investment in K-12 education serving predominately
Black populations
Add/create policies in the institutional policy agenda that reduce structural barriers for Black communities, students,
and workers
Forge partnerships with pipeline and workforce development organizations (e.g., NSBE, Black Girls Code, AABE)

•
•

Agree to annually report DEI data
Link to financial results

•

DATA

*Parity should be a function of the representation of Black people in the communities in which the organizations operations are located
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Our Solutions
The Black IDEA Coalition will offer the following direct solutions to support members in fulfilling their inclusivity pledge.
•

Research. The Black IDEA Coalition will develop primary and secondary research into the best practices and
models being employed to achieve DEI goals. The Coalition will lead and,
in partnership with other institutions, commission and publish studies that
increase the evidence base for the benefits of inclusive practices in the
workplace and the broader ecosystems.

•

Consultancy. The Black IDEA Coalition will build a vetted cadre of consultants
that can offer DEI consulting to its members. These consultants will be
retained by the Coalition and operate under the direction of the organization.
The consultants, some of which will be provided by our strategic partners, will
be deployed to assist companies with assessing their levels of Black Inclusivity,
setting targets, evaluating existing and implementing new practices, and
monitoring progress against goals.

•

Training. The Black IDEA Coalition will leverage its strategic partners and
consultants to provide anti-racist and implicit bias training as part of a comprehensive strategy for coalition members
to dismantle racist structures and build inclusive practices and workplace cultures.

•

Legal Support. The Black IDEA Coalition will research and publish guidelines, cases, and other legal precedent that
enable organizations to operate within legal employment frameworks. In addition, the Coalition will maintain a cadre
of vetted firms to which it can refer members to respond to specific legal challenges if they arise.

Additionally, the Coalition will engage in the below activities to deliver additional value to stakeholders:
•

Pipeline Development. The Coalition will work with association partners to articulate two pipelines for member
organizations: one with candidates to hire for open entry level, mid-level, and executive positions, and the other
with businesses and vendors who have the services and capacity to fulfill contracting needs. This service will
enable companies to fulfill their pledges to create more diverse workforces by facilitating connections with
organizations that have a track record of sourcing Black talent for all levels of industry, government, and academia,
such as the National Society of Black Engineers, Inroads, the National Black MBA Association, and Management
Leaders for Tomorrow.

•

Advocacy. The Coalition will collaborate with strategic partners and members to advocate for federal and state
policy changes to dismantle inequitable policies and practices that prevent Black people from fully realizing the
American promise. Advocacy domains might include education, healthcare, housing, employment, and access to
healthy food and clean water – all of which are, or can be, aligned with the business and corporate responsibility
agendas of the Coalition’s members and partners.

•

Community Engagement. The Coalition will assist members with efforts to build authentic relationships with and
financially invest in community-based organizations, community-led initiatives, and the broader systems that exist
within the areas in which the organization operates.

•

Public Engagement. The Coalition will develop assets – including a website and network communications platform
– to promote the Coalition’s initiatives, highlight the successes of the its members, share news and research, and
recruit new members.
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Our Members
The Black IDEA Coalition’s members will include organizations that have pledged to work toward racial justice, including
private and public corporations, small businesses, colleges and universities, school districts, government agencies, public
utilities, venture capital firms, law firms, professional associations, and community-based organizations. Members are
categorized into the following subgroups:
The Network – organizations and institutions seeking DEI solutions from the Coalition
The Hub – strategic partners who deliver DEI solutions and support to The Network
Funders & Grantors – organizations providing grants or endowments to support Coalition work
The Coalition will also establish a Council of Chief Diversity Officers to provide a forum for these executives to share best
practices, collaboratively solve challenges, and find peer support.

Our Structure
Staffing
Reporting to a Board of Directors, the Executive Director will manage all aspects of The Black IDEA Coalition, including
fundraising, staffing, partnership management, budget management, board engagement, and the establishment of processes and procedures.
A Program Manager will be responsible for assisting the Executive Director by implementing the programs and working
with the cadre of consultants and partners to help build and manage the organization. The program manager will also
provide administrative support to the Executive Director.
A Communications Manager will work with staff and partners to create and lead the public campaign to promote the
work of The Black IDEA Coalition and build public awareness and support.
In its startup phase, The Black IDEA Coalition will leverage a cadre of consultants to fulfill roles that will eventually be
brought in-house once members, partners, and revenues increase to sustainable levels.

Board of Directors
A Board of Directors will provide oversight of the organization to ensure it has requisite resources, achieves its
objectives, and adheres to effective non-profit and accounting practices. Matthew Watley will serve as the Chairman of
the Board, which will comprise five directors.

Funding
The Black IDEA Coalition will seek seed funding from philanthropic sources interested in supporting its mission. Over
time, The Coalition will introduce a self-sustaining funding model through products and services delivered to its growing
member base.
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Your Role
Join Us in Creating an Equitable Future
The Black IDEA Coalition envisions an equitable future
for the Black workforce – one where there is a seat at
the table for everyone, where the pay gap is closed,
and where race does not limit opportunity.
The time to create that future is now, and we all have a
role to play. Structural racism and systemic inequities
are not just issues for Black people; they are issues for
everyone. As Maya Angelou once said, “The truth is,
no one of us can be free until everybody is free.”
To join us in creating an equitable future,
please contact Matthew Watley or Karl Reid at:
• Phone:
• Email: BlackIDEACoalition@gmail.com
The Black IDEA Coalition
224 2nd Street SE
Washington, DC 20003

Thank you.
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